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Our club website
Over the past few months you
may have noticed changes to the
club’s public website, with new
menu items and rationalised
information This work has been
carried out by Lawrence Keen
and Brian Haden as they have
familiarised themselves with the
website and taken over its
maintenance and development.

Contents

outings have been collated in Club website
easy-read format. There’s a Competitions update
link to Insight, the new Forum.

Contemporary Group

What’s On has the programme
for the season, including SIGs and
competitions, and this is the
main source of information for
each club meeting. As you know,
we will be running a mix of Zoom
and Live meetings next season
There are 4 main menus: Our and we intend to make sure that
Club, What’s On, Galleries the correct location is applied to
(new) and Members’ Area each meeting.
although the latter is just a link to Our Club points to club
the internal website. New sub- information and how to join.
menus for the first 3 have been Sub-menus are more succinct,
developed and lots of content with all the information that
created and loaded to Galleries. prospective members would need
Here you’ll find members’ to know before joining us.
images by genre for general
viewing as well as the leading So, a huge Thank You! to
competition images from the Lawrence and Brian for their hard
season. All the annual e-books work and please do offer
created by Martin and event e- suggestions for improvements.
books from photo-walks and You are invited to email the
team with your thoughts and
suggestions to make it interesting
Thursday Groups
to our members and also as a
Contemporary Group meets ‘shop window’ for
on 7 July with Tessa & Clive our club.
hosting. (See also p2)
It will be regularly
updated and this
Photography
Development is where we need
Group is scheduled for 14 July your help. For
with Duncan.
the site to remain
The links and details are in the fresh we need a
constant supply of
members’ area.
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All gold!
EFIAP Silver
AFIAP and more
Natural History ARPS
WCC/WCC update and events
News from Portishead
Members’ images
IR FX
Worcester Show
Judging

Diary

Appeal

Other news

new images across the nine
genres,
particularly
at
the
moment, Macro & Action.
Please look in your libraries and
send in your images!
The
members'
site
will
increasingly
be
used
for
competition information, news
and club activities; more of this
in a future Photonews.
Eric Williams Systems Manager

Competitions update
I was recently elected to the post of competition secretary, a daunting task, given
the wealth of experience of the previous incumbents and I take this opportunity to
thank Chris Ford and Brian Haden for their advice and support.
The forthcoming season’s calendar will shortly be posted to Photo Entry and after
an enforced absence I can announce the return of print competitions.
PDI 2 will be a themed monochrome competition, PDI 3 will also be
themed around the topic of ‘Celebration’.
I look forward to seeing your entries and I wish all participants good luck.
Steve Chilton

Contemporary Group
A brief reminder of Tessa & Clive’s invitation to join the 7 July Contemporary Group meeting,
particularly for anyone who’s not been before:Whether you’re a regular contributor, or we haven’t featured your work for a while, or whether you’ve
yet to join in, we encourage you to be part of the warm experience that is the WCC Contemporary
Photography Group. We’re all on a journey.
As usual we’ll have two ‘outside sources’ for inspiration, one featuring work by a photographer who talks
about ‘waiting for the light’ and of having great patience, but he also grabs fleeting moments, all
appreciated with great beauty. He has an amazingly wide spectrum of subject matter, translated into a
wide variety of styles and all explored with great affection for his homeland of Wales. He's a master of
recognising atmospheres and treats the wall of a urinal with the same respect as the snow-covered
Welsh landscape.
Our other ‘outside source’ is completely different!
We look forward to seeing what has inspired you to create an image, be it ordinary or intriguingly
extraordinary, a beautiful moment or an angry interpretation as a metaphor for an unhappy society. This
is the Contemporary Group after all!
To contribute images, please send an odd number of (up to 11) images, club comp PDI size to
Clive asap, preferably by Tuesday evening, 5th July. You need to be in the first 12 to secure a slot
this month; others will be held over.
Please include a title and a brief introduction or ‘statement’ for your images. File Names should
read Your Name, the number (01, 02, 03, etc this sets the sequence), followed by the title.
WeTransfer or WeSendIt are very good ways to send your sets of images.
Ruth Bourne LRPS
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All gold!

Congratulations to Andrew Gagg FRPS on the triple gold success of his AV Kitchen Music. Here’s
the story so far…
‘Kitchen Music’ has so far gained three International Gold Medals:● Irish Photographic Federation 2021 Photo Harmony. First - IPF Gold.
● Port Elizabeth Camera Club International AV Festival 2022. First – FIAP Gold (plus a FIAP Blue
Pin for Best Author).
● Jurassic Coast International AV Salon 2022 Photo Harmony. First – FIAP Gold.
It was shot almost entirely on an iPhone 12 Pro during lockdown.
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EFIAP Silver

Huge congratulations also to Charles Ashton on a Herculean achievement! He says:
I have just been awarded EFIAP - Silver. For this, in addition to the 250 acceptances required for
EFIAP, you need 300 Acceptances with at least 100 different works from at least 10 countries
and 5 awards with different pictures in different Salons and countries. I am now assembling the
acceptances for Gold.
Here are some examples of images that I have used.
considerable breadth of work is required!

Elephant and Castle

When you need 100 different images a

Escalator reflection

Dr Charles Ashton
MPAGB FRPS EFIAP/s
BPE4*

I cannot breathe

A bad day

Hanging out
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The Vessel

Dr Charles Ashton MPAGB FRPS EFIAP/s BPE4*
Human Kaleidoscope
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Comfort in loss
The fourth man
I’m shocked
Days of steam
The chicken man
Golden London
Golden hour
Manhattan steam
Paddington
Coney Island Pier
Looking at the Shard.

Dr Charles Ashton
MPAGB FRPS EFIAP/s BPE4*
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AFIAP and more
Congratulations and enthusiastic applause also go to our Chair Richard Broomfield LRPS AFIAP
on his recent FIAP success.
Richard says:
After 4 months of waiting/deliberation I have just received confirmation that FIAP
has awarded me ‘Artiste of the Federation of International Artistic Photographers’
(AFIAP) accreditation.
A long wait, but really pleased. This required 40 acceptances in international
competitions with at least 15 different images from at least 8 different
countries - and then proving it all to an international panel.
In fact, 11 countries were used to hit the right combo of entry requirements; England,
China, Kenya, Guatemala, Azerbaijan, India, Romania, North Macedonia, Turkey, Sri Lanka, Wales.
With grateful thanks to Charles Ashton FRPS, EFIAP/s, MPAGB, BPE4* for his advice on the tortuous
admin procedures; thank you Charles!
EFIAP - the next level - requires a further 250 international salon acceptances from 50 different entries
achieved from at least 30 countries. I’ve got 5% so far, so a long way to go!
If you might be interested in a FIAP accreditation, do have a chat to other
members with FIAP accreditation and experience. Our affiliation to FIAP is via
the PAGB, so do take a first look at their FIAP page. More detail is on the FIAP
site including downloadable documents.
Richard had even more good news this week with some really great feedback and a third place from the
RPS Landscape Group for his lovely image Misty Sunrise, Corfe Castle, contre-jour.
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Natural History ARPS
Even more good news came from Jeff Steady who dropped me a characteristically casual email to say:
‘Just to let you know I was successful at the June ARPS Natural History Assessment.
I attended the assessment with a fellow WCC member only to find we were the only ones in the
audience, which proved to be quite an experience!’
Here are a couple more of Jeff’s lovely images from the Masai Mara to whet your appetite for his full
panel, which I hope we’ll soon see.

Jeff Steady ARPS
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WCC/WCC update & events
Lawrence Keen writes:
On Tuesday 21st a small group met at County Hall to
take some images for Worcestershire County Council
and their new website. The weather was kind, allowing
us time to take various shots around the County Hall
and Worcester Woods.
The evening was arranged by Richard Handley as was
the Hive and Guildhall; full details of further visits
(Diglis, Powick Island, Trench Wood)can be found in
the “Ad Hoc Events” section of the members website.
Clive Haynes also sent us some images from County
Hall and the Hive. Here’s a first selection of members in
action; more of Clive’s images in the next edition.

Lawrence Keen WSDP

Richard Handley adds: A big thank you to those of you who have already contributed photos. It
isn't necessary to attend one of the scheduled events to produce and send in your photos. A good
alternative approach is to look through your back catalogue.
You can enter directly on the Photo Entry site (under the headings of Buildings, Countryside,
Environment, Natural History & Roads) if you have an account set up already, or via WeTransfer to
secretary@worcscc.uk or past-chair@worcscc.uk. If in doubt just contact Richard Handley or
Nigel Reader.
The cut-off date is 5 August 2022.
Where two or more very similar photos are offered, a selection will be made, otherwise all submissions
will be sent to the County Council to choose which will be used. Photos will be retained for possible future
use as the website is updated and we may be invited to contribute additional, maybe seasonal, photos.
The topic areas requested and approx number of photos received to date are as follows:
Topic

Number received

• Environment

1 (event being planned)

• Roads and Travel

5 (events 5 July and 12 July)

• Countryside

26

• County Hall and Council buildings 103 (two events already held)
• Natural History

3

(event scheduled for 19 July)
(Cont p10)
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As you can see, some of the topics have yet to attract many photographs, so if you can help, then please
do what you can to contribute.
Feel free to interpret the brief as broadly as you wish. The main constraints are that the photos should
be taken within Worcestershire and avoid identifiable people as the main subject (unlike ours here!).

Pp 9 & 10, variously Andy H, Eric, Lawrence, Richard H and Brian H on photowalks.
County Hall All by Clive Haynes FRPS
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News from Portishead
As many of you will know my wife and I left Worcester at the end of March and now have settled in
Portishead, near Bristol. Many people know Portishead only as a sign on the M5 motorway, as you pass
all those cars and vans parked at Portbury and Avonmouth.
Portishead was a working port years ago, but gradually the larger docks at Portbury and Avonmouth
took over. The old industries and power stations that serviced the area were demolished, and gradually
the harbour was converted into a modern marina, and many new houses built, along with a small nature
reserve between the development and Portbury docks.
We're obviously still exploring the area, but enjoy the views over the Bristol Channel, with the large tidal
range, the ever changing weather, the comings and goings of boats of all sizes, walking round the
marina and nature reserve - I hope we never tire of it.
Where we live

Remnants of old
wooden pier with
the
Severn
(Prince of Wales)
bridge
in
the
distance

The pier which forms one
side of the entrance to the
marina, with Wales in the
background.

Alan Yeates

High
tides
overtop the pier
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sometimes

Portishead marina from the entrance lock
Portbury Docks cranes from Portishead pier remind us of Giraffes!
Nature Reserve - there have been masses of ox-eye daisies
Art Work - various pieces around the marina area
Estuary traffic
Car Carrier sunset
Alan Yeates
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Glasto 2017 - Les Bailey LRPS

Here are the three images from Les that follow the header image of Jamie Cullum’s 2017 Glastonbury
set. Over-excited at the reception, he mis-timed his landing when jumping off his piano. Look at the
sax player in image 4, clearly thinking ’steady Jamie, there’s an hour to go yet’!
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North Coast 500
Stephen
McLaren
Stephen McLaren shares
some fab images from
his April North Coast
500 road trip.
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Seabirds
The first of two lovely sets of seabird images by Eric Williams LRPS DPAGB, from his recent seabird
workshop ‘on a little rock in the Irish Sea’.
Razorbill: Dusty guillemot: Razorbill evening
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Infrared FX

Martin Addison & I recently spent over 3 hours walking around the Arnos Vale Cemetery which is on
the Bath Road Bristol very close to the RPS HQ. Knowing what to expect I had planned to take my IR
converted camera because the venue has some very photogenic tombs with uncut grasses waving
around them in the breeze - just made for IR. Unfortunately I had an issue trying to get my Nikon D90
(now quite ancient) to focus either manually or using auto focus. Therefore at the last minute I took my
normal camera (Nikon D750) and planned to take all the pictures in colour and then use software to
convert them to pseudo IR. I had no idea how successful that would be.
The above is the result of digital conversion using Exposure 3 software. I used the Konica 750 preset
as a starter but it was then tweaked in Nik Color Efex Pro before going back into Exposure 3 to tone it
to Platinum and then put on the border. I was very pleased with the result. The original image is below
right. I spot metered off the front of the tomb because it was backlit.
We also took pictures of some dereliction on the Bath Road in Bristol and the attached image (by Martin)
shows me getting ready to take a picture with a fisheye lens.

Bob Oakley CPAGB
WSDP
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Worcester Show

Dates for the diary

A reminder from Richard that we
are currently planning for our
annual stand at the Worcester
Show. It is a great opportunity to
showcase the club and members’
work, and perhaps attract some
new members with the great
services we offer, from entertaining
club evenings and skills support to
mentoring and diploma schemes,
to name but a few.
It’s not hard work if we have lots
of support. Your committee
would be really grateful if you
could spare some time on
Sunday 14 August to help set
up, run the stand or take down at
the end. We’re not asking for you
to help all day - a couple of hours’
support would be wonderful.

RPS Digital Imaging Free/£3, open to non-members- 30 July
Infrared: Re-visualizing Your World - Tony Sweet
18 July 7pm The Right to this City online talk, RPS
Contemporary Group.
20 July Abstract Photography – Nigel Wilson On-line course
looking at experimental and conceptual image makers and how you
can apply some of their techniques to your own work. £91/£68
_________
5 July Queen’s baton relay in Cheltenham
7 & 27 July Panorama Tower Open Days, Croome
9 July evening BCLM Back Home 1940s special event.
NGS Gardens open in the next two weeks in/nr Worcestershire,
Includes this Village open gardens event 17 July nr Clee hills –
see Features tab for details.
Any time - Brum through a lens – DIY Photography trail make your way along a route recommended by West Midlands
Photography Collective, taking in the Roundhouse, Gas Street Basin,
The Cube, Grand Central, Victoria Square, Centenary Square and
Cambrian Wharf – with plenty of local history and lesser-known
gems along the way! Free. Donations welcome, requires app. Why
not set up an ad hoc event?

If you can help, please email
David Hall who is coordinating.
David will also be asking for any
of your favourite prints we
could display on the stand. Do
look out for David’s email.
22 July – end Aug various dates Thursdays - Sundays 1930s
Thank you very much in advance, cargo boat canal trip from the Roundhouse.
I really hope you can help.
4 dates July – Oct Tour the Roundhouse and the Coffin Works
WCC @ Worcester Show 2021

To 25 Sept Vivian Maier Anthology; exhibition at Milton Keynes
13 Aug Battle of Britain Proms at RAF Cosford
Do pass on any info that might be of interest to the membership.

Competitions
Insect Photography by 31 Oct

Judging
Following a request to the club for help, Duncan Locke kindly agreed
to do the Wildlife in Art Judging down at Twigworth and found it a
very interesting experience.
He says:
It was quite an experience - you needed to be a minimum of a fully
qualified rocket scientist to understand the rules! There was wildlife
art in virtually every medium that art can be done in - photos,
paintings, drawings, sculptures, carvings, CGI (were computed
manipulated photos acceptable or did the original artwork have to
be created digitally? - big debate!), etc. And about ten different
categories they had to be judged in. But after several hours we got
there and then had a lie down in a darkened room!
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BBC Big Picture enter onlin
or email
SINWP Bird POTY closes 31
Oct. £1 min per image is
requested; 100% of donations go
straight to the RSPB.

Appeal
With the war in Ukraine showing no signs of abating, there is an increasing number of Ukrainian families
seeking safe refuge in the UK. As Ukrainian men are not allowed to leave their country, unless granted
an exemption, these guest families are typically a woman with a small number of children. Worcester is
an attractive city for our Ukrainian guests but there is a shortage of Hosts at present. Have you
thought about hosting a Ukrainian family? It is a rewarding and enriching experience that is
beneficial to all parties, with cross-cultural exchange being the key factor.
The decision to host should be considered carefully. The commitment should be for a minimum of 6
months and, while the thought of strangers in your house can be a little daunting at first, these
strangers are just friends that you have not met yet. The Government scheme, Homes for Ukraine, is
the only way to progress hosting and information on the scheme can be found here.
After signing up to the scheme, you have to find a match. While the Scottish and Welsh governments
are acting as Super-Sponsors, we have to find our own guests here in England. There are a huge
number of websites and social media groups that offer matching services but please be wary of them.
The Government has nominated these 4 charities as their favoured matching partners.
A small number of other charities also do an excellent job in matching guests with UK hosts. One such
charity is Opora (Ukrainian for Support), founded by a London-based Ukrainian financier. This is the
service I used to find guests and found them to provide the most complete and safe service.
There is now a Worcester-based organisation Midlands Migrant Support Centre that helps with
matching and this is led by Maria Lata, a Ukrainian national who came to Worcester some 3 years ago.
She holds a Ukrainian law degree and while this is not recognised in the UK, Maria has started to gain
qualifications here and is already a certified immigration advisor.
The visa application process can be troublesome but you will succeed with perseverance with the Home
Office systems. Our guests, a mother with her 12-year-old daughter and son aged 10, arrived 9 weeks
ago and we are a very happy household of 5.
You are welcome to contact me at any time for more information about hosting Ukrainian families. My
contact details can be found in the Members’ Area.
Eric

Other news
And finally…
MCPF July 159 – Your regional
federation newsletter
Thanks to Les Bailey for this thought to finish with…
PAGB e-news 310
includes
the opening of a debate on
remote shoots and competitions.
What do you think? There’s also
a news of the online advisory
service for Awards.
Around the web
ARPS interview (2019)
Explore a special Italian
street art festival (thanks,
Les)
Weird and wonderful?
BBC News in pictures
Africa Fashion at V&A
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